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SAVE
TOWELS

SAVE TOWELS Micro-Emulsion Protectant and
Conditioner is formulated to penetrate and protect vinyl,
plastic, rubber, upholstery, finished wood, metals,
leatherette and many similar materials. Original beauty and
luster can be restored to tires, vinyl tops, dashboards, seats,
luggage, furniture, sporting goods and equipment,
handbags, jackets, radios, TV's, cameras, stereos,
underwater equipment, airplanes, boats, motorcycles,
typewriters, book bindings, door and window molding, and
floor mats. SAVE TOWELS prevents further damage from
moisture, ozone, ultraviolet rays and oxidation which can
cause dulling and embrittlement.

Protects, Cleans,
Beautifies & Preserves

VINYL, RUBBER,
PLASTICS, ENAMEL,
LEATHER, WOOD, PAINT,
FIBERGLASS,
STAINLESS STEEL
NON-FLAMMABLE
Product: # 7072
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Prior to application, surface should be
cleaned with an appropriate detergent
material. SAVE TOWELS should not be
applied over grease, oil, dirt or other soils.
Wipe surface to be cleaned with towel
and allow to penetrate for 2-3 minutes.
Using a clean, dry, lint-free cloth, wipe
away excess and buff surface to gloss.
Repeat application periodically to extend
protection and beauty. For best results,
the initial application should consist of
two coats with SAVE TOWELS. Discard
after use. NOTE: Do not use on floors or
fabrics.

CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
INGREDIENTS
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106-97-8
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SAVE TOWELS have a concentrated blend of poly and silicone ingredients that provide a tough
protective film which buffs to a lustrous shine. The unique penetrating action of SAVE TOWELS
allows the product to soak deep into pores restoring color and providing protection beneath as well as
on the surface. This advanced formula contains no harsh solvents or damaging petroleum distillates
found in "armor" type products. SAVE TOWELS feature a micro-emulsion protectant and conditioner
that restores pliability and color to dried out and faded vinyl, leather, wood, plastics and many other
surfaces. For automotive use, SAVE TOWELS not only enhances the beauty of the vehicle but are
usable on every surface except glass so you spend less time fumbling with three or four different
products when all you need is one. Ultraviolet rays from sunlight can be severely damaging to vinyl,
wood and leather, just to name a few, SAVE TOWELS not only restores damaged areas but also
protects them from future damage from a variety of sources. SAVE TOWELS are so versatile that no
maintenance department should be without them.. Use SAVE TOWELS instead of furniture polish,
stainless steel polish, vinyl & leather protector, plastic & fiberglass cleaner/polish, tire dressing or any
"armor" type product. SAVE TOWELS are ideal for use on expensive leather seats found in luxury
automobiles and furniture because this formula will prolong the life of the material not shorten it as
with other products.
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